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How did products from 303® come to be? Well, 
if you’re looking for some drawn out explanation 
from a biochemist describing molecular binding 
and reactions, you’ve come to the wrong place. 
We save the scientific jargon for our chemists. 

Before the birth of any 303® products there came 
a brand, and before a brand there came an idea. 
That idea started taking flight in 1980. Literally.

The problem? How do we prevent condensation 
from freezing on the rubber boots of small 
aircrafts at higher altitudes? Though this may not 
seem like an everyday issue to a regular person, 
it indeed was an issue for pilots, as this freezing 
caused problems with an aircraft’s stability. 

The solution? Develop a protectant product 
that can be applied to an aircraft to prevent any 
condensation from sticking. And that’s exactly 
what was done. In fact, while in development, 
the blueprint of the plane we first tested this new 
product on was #303...sound familiar?

This new product worked well, so well in fact 
that when it was given out as free samples to 
the general public, there was an overwhelming 
response from individuals who claimed to have 
used this product in many other new and creative 
ways...over 303 ways to be exact. 

303® slowly became a hit with consumers, while 
also catching the eye of original equipment 
manufacturers in several industries. They 
discovered ways to use 303® in the manufacturing 
process to extend the life of their products, and 
in turn, made it their mission to recommend 303® 
as well. Just like that, 303® became a welcomed 
staple in other markets, including marine, auto, 
and outdoor living.

Since its inception, 303®’s Aerospace Protectant 
has been one of our flagship products.  With 
the hundreds of ways to use 303® products, we 
are sure you will find one that works specifically 
for you. From auto to marine to patio furniture, 
303® products provide only the highest level of 
protection, allowing the things you love to look 
new, while lasting longer.



TIRE & WHEEL

TIRE & RUBBER CLEANER

TIRE BALM

HIGH GLOSS TIRE SHINE

TIRE COATING & UV PROTECTANT

Are your tires full of dirt and 
discolored? Grab a bottle of 303® 
Tire & Rubber Cleaner, a tire brush, 
and a hose and get ready to make 
your tires look like new. The color 
changing formula lets you know 
that you are truly doing some deep 
cleaning when the product turns 
brown after sitting and scrubbing. 
Once you rinse, the product will 
either be brown again to let you 
know you need to clean more, or it 
will be white letting you know that 
it is clean and ready to be treated 
with your favorite tire dressing.

Keep your tires looking like new 
with 303® Tire Balm & Protectant. 
This hand applied tire balm is sling 
free and provides an adjustable 
level of shine. For a natural finish 
use just one coat of Tire Balm, and 
for a shinier satin finish use two 
or more coats until your desired 
level of shine is met. This product 
conditions and protects your tires 
to protect them from dry rot and 
stop them from browning.

Do you want that glossy wet look 
on your tires without them being 
greasy? 303® High Gloss Tire Shine 
has got you covered. Its long-
lasting, water based formula leaves 
your tires looking WET, without 
any harmful silicones that will dry 
out your tire.  303 Tire Shine lasts 
weeks not days so you can rest 
assured that your tires look good 
before you get back to your next 
wash!

303® Tire Coating & UV Protectant 
has a foaming, water based 
formula to leave your tires with a 
sleek satin finish. Simply spray on, 
let it sit, and your tires will have a  
dark subtle sheen that’ll be sure to 
compliment your ride. 

COMPARE
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NEW! WHICH LOOK DO YOU PREFER?

SKU #30578 32 oz.

SKU #30395  16 oz.

SKU #30393  16 oz.SKU #30388  16 oz.

NEW!

VIDEO ONLINE

VIDEO ONLINE

NATURAL FINISH-MINIMAL SHINE

SATIN FINISH-MEDIUM SHINE

GLOSS FINISH-HIGH SHINE



INTERIOR INTERIOR

PROTECTANT INTERIOR CLEANERLEATHER 3-IN-1 COMPLETE CARE

Our flagship product! It has been 
trusted since 1980. Whether an 
automotive enthusiast, or an avid 
boater, 303® Protectant is the go 
to product to protect your plastic, 
rubber, and vinyl from damaging 
UV rays, which will fade and crack 
these surfaces. The water based 
formula is free from any harmful 
silicones, and leaves the surface 
with a natural, non-greasy finish.

A one stop shop interior cleaner, 
with anti-static properties to 
repel dust. This product will clean 
everything you can think of in your 
car’s interior, including: carpet, 
fabric, vinyl, rubber, plastic, leather, 
glass, even LCD touchscreens! It 
simply wipes away residue free 
leaving a natural looking clean 
surface.

303® Leather Complete Care does 
it all for your automotive interior 
leathers. It cleans, conditions, AND 
protects. It cleans residue free, and 
conditions the leather leaving it 
soft to the touch. This product also 
provides superior UV protection to 
keep your leather from cracking, 
tearing, and fading. With 303 
Leather Complete Care you can 
keep your leather seats looking 
the same, and even better than the 
day you bought your car.
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NEW!

VIDEO ONLINE
VIDEO ONLINE

SKU #30382 16 oz
SKU #30397 25 ct wipes SKU #30218 16 oz

SKU #30588 16 oz



EXTERIOR EXTERIOR

Durability

Ease of use

Carnauba based

Si02 based

Use on dry surfaces

Use on wet surfaces

Spray on, rinse o�

Drying aid

Clay lubricant

Cleans

UV protection

Protects against fading

Protects against light scratches

E�ective on car paint

E�ective on fiberglass

E�ective on wheels

E�ective on plastic/trim

E�ective on glass

E�ective on chrome

303®
Touchless Sealant

6 months

AUTOMOTIVE PRODUCT
COMPARISON CHART

303®
Speed Detailer

30 days

303®
Spray Wax

90 days

SPEED DETAILER SPRAY WAX

When you’re about to head to the 
local cars and coffee meet, and you 
want to bring out the most in your 
car’s paint, grab a bottle of 303® 
Speed Detailer. It quickly shines 
and protects, leaving a mirror like 
finish. The only product used on 
every car that crosses the block at 
MECUM® Collector Car Auctions, 
303® Speed Detailer is great to 
remove dust, fingerprints, and 
smudges to bring out that show 
car shine every time! We always 
keep a bottle on hand!

303® Spray Wax is great to use 
with every wash. It can be used 
on a wet or dry surface, and works 
great as a drying aid, for added 
paint protection while you dry. It 
provides superior UV protection 
to keep your paint from fading, as 
well as leaving your paint with a 
deep wet shine! Use as a booster, 
or standalone paint protection, 
and you won’t be disappointed.

TOUCHLESS SEALANT

For a completely new experience 
compared to traditional waxes try 
our new 303® Touchless Sealant. 
Simply spray the product on, rinse 
it off, and dry. It’s paint protection 
made easy. This product will save 
you time, guaranteed, no more 
long hours spent meticulously 
waxing your car. It works great on 
glass and wheels too!
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VIDEO ONLINE

VIDEO ONLINE

SKU #30216 16 oz

SKU #30392 16 oz
SKU #30394 32 oz

SKU #30217 16 oz



EXTERIOR
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EXTERIOR

TONNEAU & CONVERTIBLECAR WASH METAL POLISH

This residue free cleaner, cleans 
and prepares your vinyl or fabric 
top for protection. It is a gentle 
cleaner that lifts dirt and debris 
from the surface and leaves it 
looking bright and clean. For long 
lasting protection follow with 303® 
Automotive Protectant on vinyl 
tops and tonneau covers, or 303® 
Fabric Guard on fabric tops.

While there is a lot of innovation 
in the automotive appearance 
market, the most important thing 
for anyone to do is still simply wash 
their car. Our ultra-concentrated 
formula is pH balanced and will 
not strip your wax. It is simply 
effective, and provides dense 
foam, and lubricity to prevent 
scratches and swirls in your paint. 
This product will effectively clean 
and leave your car with a deep 
glossy finish.

4-in-1 Metal Polish cleans, polishes, 
seals, and restores all metal 
surfaces. If your chrome and metal 
trim pieces and bumpers are 
looking neglected, grab a bottle 
of 303® Metal Polish. It will remove 
surface rust and corrosion, as well 
as restore lost luster or shine. This 
4-in-1 Metal polish is safe to use on 
all metal surfaces.

303automotive.com

SKU #30390 12 oz SKU #30571 16 ozSKU #30580 18 oz



EXTERIOR EXTERIOR

COMPOUND FINISHING POLISHPOLISH

The first step in the 303® 3-Step 
system. Remove heavy swirling, 
scratches, and oxidation while 
restoring clarity to your paint. This 
product removes up to 1500 grit 
scratches and prepares for the 
next step of polishing. Be sure to 
do a test spot on your paint with 
Polish first to see if the compound 
is truly needed.

The final step in the 303® 3-Step 
system. 303® Finishing Polish will 
leave your car’s paint looking like 
it belongs in a museum, for all to 
admire. The depth and clarity will 
be like looking in a mirror, and 
you’ll be glad that you put the time 
and effort in to achieve this level of 
perfection.

The second step in the 303® 3-Step 
system. This product eliminates 
light swirling and removes 2000 
grit scratches. 303 Polish will leave 
your paint with a deep shine and 
could be the last and only step 
depending on your preferences 
and paints needs. If you are looking 
for a show room finish follow the 
Polish up with the Finishing Polish.
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SKU #30705 12 oz. SKU #30704 12 oz SKU #30703 12 oz

NOTE: Be sure to use the correct pad with a 
compound, polish, or finishing polish. You can 
tell the difference by the density of the pad. 
More dense means more cutting ability.



ACCESSORIES ACCESSORIES
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ULTRA PLUSH MICROFIBER TOWELS

MICROFIBER CARE INSTRUCTIONS

WAFFLE WEAVE TOWEL

WASH MITT

These premium towels are made with a combination 
of 80% polyester / 20% polyamide highly absorbent 
fibers, and have rolled seamless edges.  The 
seamless edges prevent scratching, and won’t fray 
over time. The edges stay stiff, which helps the 
towel keep its shape longer, and allows the corners 
to be used without crumpling – making it easier to 

get into those tight 
spaces/gaps that are 
difficult to reach. The 
edges also prevent 
streaking that you 
may see with other, 
lesser quality towels.

Are you tired of using multiple microfiber towels to 
dry your car, truck, or SUV? Then look no further 
than the 303® waffle weave drying towel! The waffle 
weave provides an absorbent surface as well as 
more surface area than your basic microfiber, giving 

you the right 
tool to dry your 
vehicle, scratch 
and streak free.

This 303® Wash Mitt is made from ultra-absorbent 
microfiber strands wound together to provide a 
lint and scratch-free shine.  The elastic cuff ensures 

a snug fit and is 
washable, so you can 
use over and over 
again and get the 
same great results.

SKU #39015

SKU #30901

SKU #39011

Be sure to only wash with other microfiber 
products. Hand or machine wash on cold, delicate 
cycle. Use free & clear detergent or specialized 
microfiber wash detergent. Do not use fabric 
softener as this will decrease the effectiveness. 
Let air dry, or tumble dry on lowest heat setting 
possible.



ACCESSORIES
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WASH BUCKET

We have all seen those 
glossy paint finishes, 
whether new or old, 
that have those eyesore 
paint swirls. With the 
303® Grit Guard bucket, 
all that dirt and debris 
you are washing off 

your car stays in the bottom of the bucket where it 
belongs! The grit guard allows you to dip your mitt 
in the bucket, while the dirt and grime flow to the 
bottom out of reach of your favorite wash mitt.

SKU #39014

ACCESSORIES
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TIRE APPLICATOR

TIRE BRUSHCONVERTIBLE TOP BRUSH

The 303® Tire Applicator 
will spread your favorite 
tire dressing product 
evenly and effectively.  
Great for use with 303® 
Tire Balm & Protectant!  
Helps you avoid using 
too much product, and 
reduces mess.  All while 
leaving you with a fully 
protected tire. 

Dirty tires can make or break your 
freshly detailed ride. You can clean 
those dirty sidewalls with ease 
with the 303® Tire Brush. This 
brush is specifically designed to 
agitate the rubber with its coarse 
fibers, pulling the dirt directly off 
the surface. The 303® Tire Brush 
works best in conjunction with 
our 303 Tire and Rubber Cleaner. 
This will ensure that all foreign 
contaminates are removed from 
your tire prior to applying your 
favorite tire dressing.

Have a dirty convertible 
top? When you clean it, you 
want to make sure you have 
the right tools at hand.  You 
want a brush that is strong 
and durable enough to 
break up the dirt and debris, 
but one that is also safe and 
won’t damage your top. 

303® Convertible Top Brush has soft bristles that 
work to gently remove dirt from delicate convertible 
fabrics and vinyl, without causing any damage to 
the outer layer of the top.  It is also perfectly shaped 
to fit in your hand for easy use.   Pair with 303 
Tonneau & Convertible Top Cleaner for the ultimate 
cleaning solution!

SKU #39025

SKU #39023

SKU #39017

The grit guard keeps 
the dirt trapped at the 
bottom of the bucket 
so your wash mitt isn’t 
sitting in it!

Grit Guard

Dirt



ACCESSORIES
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CLAY MITT

UPHOLSTERY BRUSH

The 303® Clay Mitt will 
change the way you go 
about maintaining the 
finish of your paint. This 
mitt utilizes polymer rubber 
technology with premium 
microfiber to safely and 
efficiently remove most 
surface contaminants 
including; dirt, dust, tree 
sap, water spots, and more!

The 303® Upholstery is made with soft horse hair 
bristles, for gentle cleaning of cloth and upholstery. 
The ergonomic handle fits well in your hand. Simply 
use alongside your cleaner of choice, and scrub the 
dirt away!

SKU #39013

SKU #39019

ACCESSORIES
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COMPOUND PAD

POLISHING PAD

FINISHING PAD

Choose this pad to go 
along with a compound 
polish for greater 
cutting ability. This will 
remove up to 1500 grit 
scratches and swirls.

Choose this pad to go 
along with a polish for 
light cutting ability. 
This will remove up to 
2000 grit scratches and 
swirls.

Choose this pad to go 
along with a finishing 
polish for a show room 
level shine. This will 
remove up to 2500 grit 
scratches and bring out 
depth and clarity in 
your paint. 

Does your vehicle have swirl marks, orange 
peel, or just no longer has that glossy show 
room shine?  The 303® Paint Correction Pads 
bundle can make your car’s paint look as good 
as new.

All three polishing pads can be used with the 
Rotary or DA Polisher of your choice.  They 
are designed to dissipate heat from the foam, 
and reduce surface temperatures and risk of 
damage to the paint.  Great for curved and 
countered panels, as well as for precision 
polishing in tight areas.

The process of claying pulls contaminants 
off your car’s paint to prep for polishing and 
paint correction. Be sure that you are going 
to polish after claying because it does leave 
behind micro marring where the contaminants 
were removed.

SKU #39020

SKU #39021

SKU #39022

DID YOU KNOW?

CAR PAINT & CLEAR COAT

CLAY MITT

CONTAMINANTS

3 STEP PAINT CORRECTION



Gold Eagle Co.
4400 S. Kildare, Chicago, IL 60632

(800) 367-3245
marketing@goldeagle.com
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